Introduction
A man-machine interface (MMI) based on electromyographic (EMG) signals ideally records signals obtained from many sensors at high data rates, transmits them wireless and generates multiple output signals for multidimensional control of assistive devices e.g. hand prostheses. A MMI needs to be tested using sophisticated training paradigms, which can be adapted in a flexible way. Therefore, the aim of this work was to setup an integrated prototyping environment for evaluation of EMG-based MMIs.
Methods
We introduce a low-cost system for acquisition, processing and evaluation of EMG data used in MMIs. The system is based on two ez430 modules (Texas Instruments) called transmitter and receiver and a graphical user interface (GUI) on a PC. Currently, six EMG signals can be sampled (sample rate of >100 Hz) by the transmitter and sent wireless to the receiver. Via a custom-made serial communication protocol the receiver sends the signals to the GUI. The latter contains routines for testing of MMIs, i.e. signal processing, visualization, automatic calibration, parameterization and training. Six paradigms to quantify the performance of an MMI in sense of activation frequency, reaction times, reproducibility, etc. are integrated. Furthermore, the GUI easily enables the user to plug-in control schemes based on the MMI with a graphical test-environment.
Results
The new environment allows cable-free operation of an MMI. Using the automatic calibration routine, two subjects were instantly able to operate the paradigms of the GUI. We proved the functionality by deriving performance parameters (e.g. latency < 0,4s, activation frequency > 2 Hz etc.), developed an easy control scheme and connected it to the graphical test-environment as a plug-in.
Conclusion
Though primarily intended to be used with EMG-signals the system may sample all kinds of bioelectric signals. The automatic calibration routine adapts to the signal/patient such that the paradigms and control algorithms can be operated without manual adaptation.
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